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ABSTRACT

Data collection for clinical research can be difficult, and electronic health record systems can facilitate this process. The aim of this study was to describe and evaluate the secondary use of electronic health records in data collection for an observational clinical study. We used Cerner Millennium®, an electronic health record software, following these steps: (1) data crossing between the study’s case report forms and the electronic health record; (2) development of a manual collection method for data not recorded in Cerner Millennium®; (3) development of a study interface for automatic data collection in the electronic health records; (4) employee training; (5) data quality assessment; and (6) filling out the electronic case report form at the end of the study. Three case report forms were consolidated into the electronic case report form at the end of the study. Researchers performed daily qualitative and quantitative analyses of the data. Data were collected from 94 patients. In the first case report form, 76.5% of variables were obtained electronically, in the second, 95.5%, and in the third, 100%. The daily quality assessment of the whole process showed complete and correct data, widespread employee compliance and minimal interference in their practice. The secondary use of electronic health records is safe and effective, reduces manual labor, and provides data reliability. Anesthetic care and data collection may be done by the same professional.
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RESUMO

A coleta de dados para pesquisa clínica pode representar um desafio em que sistemas de registro eletrônico em saúde podem facilitar o processo. O objetivo deste estudo foi descrever e avaliar o uso secundário de registros eletrônicos em saúde na coleta de dados para um estudo clínico observacional. Usamos o Cerner Millennium®, software de registro eletrônico em saúde, de acordo com os seguintes passos: (1) cruzamento dos dados das fichas de coleta de dados do estudo e dos registros eletrônicos em saúde; (2) desenvolvimento de método para coleta manual de dados...
não registrados no Cerner Millennium®; (3) desenvolvimento de interface de estudo para a coleta automática de dados nos registros eletrônicos em saúde; (4) treinamento de colaboradores; (5) avaliação da qualidade dos dados; e (6) preenchimento da ficha eletrônica de coleta de dados no fim do estudo. Três fichas de coleta de dados foram consolidadas em uma ficha eletrônica de coleta de dados no fim do estudo. Os pesquisadores realizaram análise qualitativa e quantitativa de dados diariamente. Foram coletados dados de 94 pacientes. Na primeira ficha de coleta de dados, 76,5% das variáveis foram obtidas eletronicamente, na segunda, 95,5%, e na terceira, 100%. A avaliação diária de qualidade do processo como um todo revelou dados completos e corretos, ampla adesão dos colaboradores e mínima interferência na prática profissional. O uso secundário dos registros eletrônicos em saúde é seguro e efetivo, reduz o trabalho manual e produz dados confiáveis. O cuidado anestésico ao paciente e a coleta de dados podem ser realizados simultaneamente pelo mesmo profissional.
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INTRODUCTION

Continuous digital data registration of patient charts by implementation of Electronic Health Record (EHR) software has enabled continuous data collection during patient care and production of large secondary databases. The need to intersect clinical research data with data collected and registered by EHR daily during patient management has stimulated the advent of innovative methods of clinical research data collection, employing the EHR as a major tool during the process.\(^{(2)}\)

The anesthetic procedure requires nonstop delivery of patient care, making manual anesthesia registrations difficult, often resulting in incomplete and inaccurate data.\(^{(3)}\) Devices enabling automatic transfer of intraoperative monitoring data are available EHR resources, allowing accurate data acquisition, preventing clinical data losses and decreasing manual workload during this stage.\(^{(4)}\) Without EHR resources, collaboration with clinical research activities concurrent to anesthetic patient care delivery is challenging. In addition, the presence of staff with exclusive data collecting functions is expensive and impractical for most hospitals. Consequently, using EHR to assist clinical research has become an attractive approach, mostly in the intraoperative setting.

The primary objective of the present study was to describe the approach designed to integrate the EHR system to the case report form (CRF) of an intraoperative clinical study, enabling automatic data collection. The secondary objectives were to quantify the automatically collected data and assess their quality.

METHODS

The study was performed in November 2017 at Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein (HIAE), in São Paulo (SP), Brazil.

Study design Assessment of Ventilatory Management during General Anesthesia for Robotic Surgery and Its Effects on Postoperative Pulmonary Complications

Assessment of Ventilatory Management During General Anesthesia for Robotic Surgery and Its Effects on Postoperative Pulmonary Complications (AVATaR)\(^{(5)}\) is a prospective, observational and multicenter study. The primary objective was to assess the incidence of post-operative pulmonary complications (PPC) in patients submitted to mechanical ventilation (MV) during robotic surgery. The secondary objective was to describe the current MV practice associated with patient positioning and the incidence of PPC (Figure 1). Presently the study is carried out at 29 centers, but the data collection methodology described herein refers only to data collected at HIAE.

Moreover, HIAE is the study coordination center and the remaining centers are engaged in patient recruitment and local data collection. The centers included in the study are shown in table 1.

CRF: case report form.

Figure 1. AVATaR (Assessment of Ventilatory Management During General Anesthesia for Robotic Surgery and Its Effects on Postoperative Pulmonary Complications) study flow
The study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of HIAE (CAAE: 67113817.2.1001.007). The Informed Consent Form (ICF) was obtained from all patients included in the study. Finally, the tool described was used only to study eligible patients who signed the ICF. All collected data were encoded when entered in the final database, and their access password-protected and restricted to the principal investigator and the study’s statistician.

**AVATaR study data collection form**

The final study CRF (Annex 1) was divided into three distinct forms, according to the perioperative period phases: (1) CRF-1, to collect preoperative data; (2) CRF-2, to collect intraoperative data; and (3) CRF-3, to collect postoperative data.

CRF-1 consisted of 77 items (14 major variables and 63 major variable subtypes) covering demographic data, baseline vital signs, physical and functional status, comorbidities, preoperative laboratory tests, previous respiratory complications, surgery type, expected duration of procedure and surgical incision site.

CRF-2 had two collection steps. The first stage included 52 items to fill out (21 major variables and 31 subtypes), describing details of anesthesia, surgical table positioning, carbon dioxide insufflation site, intraoperative fluid balance and duration of surgery and anesthesia. The second stage items described mechanical ventilation management during surgery collected at different moments: T1, 5 minutes after anesthesia induction and MV onset; T2, 5 minutes after the insufflation of carbon dioxide in the abdominal or thoracic cavity; T3, 5 minutes after the final surgical positioning; T4, every 60 minutes of intraoperative time (subdivided into T4.1, T4.2, T4.3 and so on up to the maximum number of 10 hours); and T5, 5 minutes after cavity deflation and final positioning at the end of surgery. The second stage of CRF-2 included 33 variables filled out from at least 5 moments to a maximum of 15 moments, depending on the surgical time, totaling from a minimum of 165 to a maximum of 495 variables.

Finally, CRF-3 had 21 variables related to patient recovery and the development of PPC, collected from day zero through day 5 or until hospital discharge, depending on what happened first.

**Electronic Health Record System**

*Hospital Israelita Albert Einstein* implemented the EHR in January 2017, using the Cerner Millennium® software. The surgical care flow was described on the Powerchart and SurgiNet (pre-anesthesia assessment and surgical reports) modules, and on the Saanesthesia (intraoperative anesthesia record).

Every 30 seconds, automatic migration of all parameters to the EHR occurs by integration between the EHR and the anesthesia machine, multi parameter monitor and bi-spectral index monitor, via the Intelligent Input Bus (IBus) method. Saanesthesia enabled the creation of an interface of the study, called *Macro Cirurgia Robótica Projeto AVATaR* [Macro Robotic
Surgery AVATaR Project], by allowing the acquisition of data relevant to the study, which were not usually entered. Anesthesiologists enabled the tool at the beginning of the procedure (Figure 2).

It should be stressed that the EHR used for collecting study data is used routinely at HIAE for patient care after going through all required hospital safety procedures. Additionally, the EHR was validated previously to the beginning of the study and complied with the norms of the ONC Health IT Certification Program. Also, the EHR does not allow data tampering; any data correction is performed by add-ons, and no information is deleted - just added. Finally, data contained in the EHR are part of the patient chart and abide to legal norms in force for such documentation. All pieces of information obtained through the EHR are recorded on the CRF on paper, which, together with the EHR, comprise a patient’s source document, as authorized by the research audit of the hospital. Paper documents are stored with the researchers responsible for the study.

Secondary use of electronic support in data collection plan
The final study CRF comprised three CRF, according to perioperative phases. Data collection was designed in six steps (Figure 3):
1. Crosschecking EHR routinely collected data with CRF.
2. Development at the Information Technology Department of the Macro AVATaR, for automatic intraoperative data acquisition (Figure 4).
3. Designing document for manual registering of CRF data not retrievable from EHR.
4. Training staff to obtain informed consent signature, to fill out manually collected data and to use the Macro AVATaR tool.
5. Daily data quality assessing by the principal investigator, by means of visiting patients and comprehensive review of EHR.
6. Filling out electronic CRF in the Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) system, by the principal investigator.

Features of electronic data collection and of data management
All collected data were included in the electronic final CRF of the study on the REDCap® through the internet. To ensure confidentiality, the form is hosted on HIAE servers in a secure and controlled environment. The
system has the following functions: patient registering, data entry, data cleaning, audit trail and data export for statistical analysis.

All data entered undergo periodic management. The clinical data management plan provides high quality data by incorporating standardized procedures to minimize the number of errors and data loss, and thus generate a precise database for analysis. Remote monitoring is performed to flag aberrant patterns, problems with consistency, credibility, and other anomalies, according to predefined checking processes created in the system. Any missing and discrepant data values are reviewed individually and completed or corrected whenever possible.

RESULTS
Quantification of data collected
A total of 94 patients were included during the 30-day study period. Regarding CRF-1, from 34 variables, 26 (76.5%) were acquired electronically. For CRF-2, the value for electronic collected variables was 95.5%, or 214 out of 224 variables. As to CRF-3, all data (100%), of the 12 to 57 variables, depending on the length of hospital stay, were obtained electronically.

Quality of data
For CRF-1, in 15 cases (15.6%), the principal investigator had to interview the patient for data completion. For three patients (3.1%), the “not previously smoker” condition was incorrectly entered as “former smoker” condition. During CRF-2 data acquisition, there was complete failure of automatic data migration for three patients, due to non-synchronization between monitoring devices and the Saanesthesia, due to misuse of the tool by the anesthetist. Only for five patients (5.2%) there was partial failure of data collection. No data correction was required after electronic data collection. No data correction was required in CRF-3 data collection.

DISCUSSION
We described an approach for automatization of data collection for clinical research using EHR. We found variability in percentage rates of CRF completion using data obtained by the EHR. When comparing the forms collected, CRF-1 showed less data possible to be acquired electronically. The degree of intersections between the information required for completing the study CRF and the mandatory information present in the EHR explains the variation in performance. For instance, in CRF-3, all pertinent study data were already available on the HER, meanwhile in CRF-1, data were largely not available in the information routinely registered by the anesthesiologist, thus the data had to be acquired manually.

Employment of the EHR has a wide spectrum of applications in clinical research, ranging from secondary utilization of EHR supporting clinical research,(6) to registry-based randomized controlled trials, which are entirely EHR-supported studies.(7) Considering potential advantages, we can highlight cost reduction, fast patient recruitment, data produced in “real world” scenarios and the potential for a comprehensive follow up of patients.(7) Ethics concerns are major challenges.(8) Quality assessment of EHR-acquired data is challenging and the absence of devices ensuring the validation of EHR use as an assisting tool for research can be a source of bias.(9,10) A previous prospective study assessed the potential use of EHR as a substitute method for collecting postoperative data from 358 patients and found that more than 96% of required data were completely filled out by the EHR, but the agreement rate among the data assessed showed variation ranging from 19 to 73%. Hence, the author stressed the need for assessing variable by variable for planning this data acquisition approach for clinical research.(11)

In many ways the solution was innovative, since it took advantage of the potentialities of an HER not primarily designed for clinical research, and enabled the anesthesiologist to collect data and, simultaneously, provide patient care, without compromising any of the two processes. The wide compliance by staff results from the minimal interference on anesthetic management triggered by data collection. Additionally, the tool has helped produce real and checkable data, that can avoid manipulations, frauds and the occurrence of publications leading to scientific retractions.(12) In an environment where discredit in scientific papers’ veracity is an object of publications,(13) technology can be a major ally, although functionally active researchers cannot yet be dispensed, because they can identify and correct process failures.

CONCLUSION
We described an efficient approach to using an Electronic Health Record secondary application for acquiring research data. The approach has enabled the acquisition of data for a major clinical study simultaneously to clinical care. The help in collecting data provided by the tool has the potential of minimizing
manual workload and thus, increasing staff compliance, and improving collected data quality. Additionally, due to double checking of all variables, we found that the approach can provide reliable and high-quality data. The present study showed the great potential application of Electronic Health Record to assist collecting data for clinical studies when its use is carefully planned.
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